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but the largest hospitals there arejust not enough consultants available. Finally if
we go down the highly subspecialist path general skills will atrophy and the role of
the generalist will be handed to specialists in accident and emergency medicine.
Once lost the position will not easily be regained.
The alternativeisto redevelop the physician generalist/specialist, asa practitioner
possessing general skills for managing acutely ill patients, whilst conducting a
special interest based mostly in an ambulatory care setting. Those physicians
willing to take on this challenging task must continue to be identified as having
trained in and as continuing to practise acute medicine. It has been encouraging
to see some subspecialist groupings, notablythosein geriatric medicine, rejoining
this tradition. Acute medical workloads require to be better defined and valued.
That this activity will take place in fewer beds will have one blessing - no longer
will "admit medical" be acceptable for patients whose only fault is to be elderly or
have relatively ill defined problems. Though one is best not to trust specialties
which change their name, the term general medicine must go. It has a vague and
woolly feel and is too easily confused with general practice. Internal Medicine is
more distinctive and is internationally recognised. Physicians can usefully raise
their profile by developing admission units and areas concentrating resources and
technology.
The physician generalist/specialist of the future need not fear the growth of
internists based in primary care though he will reasonably argue that entryto such
practice will require properly supervised training and recognised professional
qualification. He will also point outthat a team ofgeneralist/specialists will remain
uniquely well placed to teach medical students for whom the prospect ofthe sum
of hospital based subspecialist teaching or the mileage allowance book to reach
widely spread general practice based teaching are the bleak alternatives. Finally
and perhaps ironically the future physician generalist/specialist, farfrom being an
anachronism, is likely, once accurate costing of alternatives becomes available,
to continue to be a vital cog in the hospital service of the future which labours to
combine accessibility, effectiveness, efficiency and flexibility with some degree
of common sense. The casualty departments, the general practitioners unable
to have their sick patients admitted and the medical disasters waiting to happen
because of treatment delays, will eventually result in an outbreak of wisdom
leading to the formulation of contracts which adequately take into account the
level of need for emergency medicine. P M BELL
Editorial
The Ulster Medical Journal meets the
Vancouver Group
In January your editor was invited to meet the members ofthat rather elusive and
elite band who edit the largest and most influential general medical journals. The
Vancouver Group first met in 1978 and formulated the guidelines which most,
though not all, ofthe European and North American medicaljournals now follow.
Standardization of references and biochemical units is one important gain, but
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the group has also initiated useful interchange of information and standardization
of ethical and legal practices for many publication procedures.
Under the cheerful and exuberant leadership of Dr Richard Smith, editor of the
British Medical Journal, and the watchful eye of Dr Robin Fox, editor of the
Lancet, we listened to editors from many places. The husband and wife team of
Bob and Suzanne Fletcher who jointly edit Annals of Internal Medicine, George
Lundberg, editor of JAMA, editors of large and small journals, general and
specialist, English language or Croatian, even some published electronically - all
participated in a series of workshops.
We learnt that there is already a society for medical journal editors, the European
Association for Scientific Editors, and that the Vancouver Group (so called after
their initial meeting in that city) actually represent a pressure group to maintain
the special interest of medical journals. We heard ofthe problems of peer review,
and how an editor not only has to choose his referees, but also educate them to
be useful consultants tothejournal. We listened to debate on the imminent arrival
ofelectronic publishing and the CDdisc, where £;200,000 worthof paperjournals
can be purchased by a library for f£15,000 worth of plastic disc (although there is
an extra consultation charge).
Those ofyou who actually read this editorial will be glad to know that the printing
and publishing trade has the opinion that medical journals will be the last to yield
to these new-fangled devices, although scientific research will use the new
technology in parallel. The day for the first electronic issue of the Ulster Medical
Journal has not yet come.
Desktop sub-editing and preparation of papers on floppy discs is an attractive
advance, and now that thejournal has a computer -literate editorial assistant this
process can begin. For it to be useful, our authors will also have to be computer-
friendly, and to be able to use the appropriate layout and style packages. It will
certainly facilitate the re-writing of papers after peer review which is often the lot
of less experienced medical writers. It is alleged that the Vancouver Group first
met because somebody's secretary was brave enough to complain publicly when
asked to re -type a paper for the third or fourth time in yet anotherjournal "style".
It isnow possibleto getan ideaoftheimportance ofajournal inthe world scientific
hierarchy. The Ulster Medical Journal is assessed by the Institute for Scientific
Information in Philadelphia. The Journal Citation Reports for 1991 show that 36
citations of articles published in the Ulster Medical Journal were made in other
journals in 1991: six of these citations were to articles published in 1989-90.
Comparing these six citations to the 80 articles published in the Journal during
theyear 1989 -90 givesan "Impact Factor"of 6/80 =0 075. TheUlster Medical
Journal ranked 94th byimpact factorout of 123journals listed inJournal Citation
Reports under Medicine, General and Internal. That is at the 76th centile: send us
your good papers and improve our rating!
After nearly ten years at the editor's desk, I am happy to continue with the advice
of Francis Bacon-
"Reading maketh a learned man,
Conference a ready man,
but writing an exact man."
Typescripts in the exact Vancouver style will continue to be welcome.
D R HADDEN
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